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Configuration Manual

Shubham Rajabhau Maske
x19232551

1 Introduction

The configuration manual document outlines the steps that were taken throughout the
project’s coding phase. Hardware and software configurations are specified to enable
future replication of this study. This section details the programming and deployment
stages necessary for efficient code execution, as well as the procedures necessary to run
the code.

2 System Configuration

2.1 Hardware Configuration

Figure 2 shows the hardware specifications of the system on which the research study is
being conducted.

Figure 1: System Configuration

2.2 Software Configuration

The software and its specifications are presented in this section.

2.2.1 Google Colab

The research is conducted on Google’s cloud infrastructure called as Google Colab. For
executing the model, older tensorflow version is required. Below code is used to make the
environment use older version of tensorflow.

The dataset is locate don google drive and to mount this drive into colab below code
is used.
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Figure 2: Tensorflow Version

Figure 3: Google Drive Mount

When this code is executed it provides a link where we have to authorise our google
drive login. Once we authorise it, an authorization code is provided which we have to
copy and pastes it in the textbox in colab.

Keras version 2.2.5 is needed to execute the Mask R-CNN model. This is achieved by
executing following code in google colab.

Figure 4: Keras Version

Google colab pro version is used in this research as it provides more RAM, disk space
and high processing GPUs. To set the environment to run in GPU mode below option is
selected.

Figure 5: Setting GPU environment for colab notebook
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2.2.2 Texstudio

Texstudio is used for project report documentation as shown in below figure.

Figure 6: Texstudio

3 Data Preparation

3.1 Load Dataset

The dataset used in this research is downloaded from the github 1 which was created by
the authors in (Zheng et al.; 2021).

Below function is used to load the dataset. This function is used to define classes and
for defining the images. To define classes, add class function from mrcnn library is used
where class id and class name are defined. To define objects, add image from mrcnn
library is used where source of the data, class id and path to the images are defined.

Figure 7: Function to load dataset

1https://github.com/Jake-WU/Det-Fly
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3.2 Extract Bounding Boxes

Each images in the dataset have its respective XML file which contains bounding box
information. Below function is used ot extract the bounding boxes from the XML files.
This function returns bounding box details along with width and height of the image.

Figure 8: Function to extract bounding box

3.3 Adding mask

With the help of bounding box of the image, mask can be applied within that box. Below
function will be used to this process.

Figure 9: Function to add mask to image
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4 Model Implementation

The Mask R-CNN library is first installed in the colab notebook, so that its functions
and classes can be utilized. The library is available on github 2. This library is cloned
using below command.

Figure 10: Installing MRCNN library

To utilize the functions from this library, below python file need to be executed from
this library.

Figure 11: Setting up mrcnn library

Below libraries will be required to implement several functionalities.

Figure 12: Importing libraries

4.1 Configuration for training model

Below code is used to define the configuration class for training the model.

2https://github.com/matterport/Mask RCNN
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Figure 13: Configuration class for training model

The training and test set objects are created as well as the configuration object is also
created as shown below.

Figure 14: Object Creation

4.2 Loading MS COCO weights

Below line of code is used to load the weights of MS COCO dataset that are generated
using Mask R-CNN.

Figure 15: Load MS COCO weights

4.3 Training model

The model is trained using 6 epochs and is implemented as follows:

Figure 16: Training model
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4.4 Evaluation

To plot the loss for each epoch, below code is used.

Figure 17: Code to plot loss

To evaluate the model, we need to execute it in inference mode. A separate configur-
ation class is created for this and is implemented as below.

Figure 18: Configuration class for inference mode

The model for inference mode is defined as follow.

Figure 19: Defining model for inference mode

The weights of the trained model is loaded using below code as shown in figure 20.
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Figure 20: Loading wights from trained model

Once the mode is defined in inference mode, below function in figure 21 is used to
calculate mean average precision (mAP). This function in turns calls the mrcnn library
function compute ap which returns the list of average precision.

Figure 21: Function to calculate mAP

To detect micro-UAV on random images using the trained model, below code is im-
plemented. Here the ground truth and the prediction are presented using below code.

Figure 22: Code for testing the model on random image
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